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November 20't8

COMPI.EMEI{TARY COURISE IN PHYSICS
1C01 PHY : Mechanics
(2014 Admn. Onvuards)

Tirne :3 Hours Max' Marks:32

lnstruction : Write answers in E'nglish only.

SECTION _ A

V'ery short answer type. Each carries 1 ma.rk. Answer all 5 questions.

L lrVhat is the Sl unit of modulus of eiasticity ?

2. ,A wire of length / and tension T produces the fundarnental note of frequency u.

when the length and tension are both doubled the frequency of fundamental

note will be

3. 'Ihe total energy of a pariicle executing S.H.lvl. is propottional tcr

4. Moment of inertia ol a solid spheie and spherical shell of equal rnasses about
'their dianreters will ber

5. Radiation and matter have properiies broth of particle and of waves is calle<l
(5x1=15)

SECT|ON _ B

Siho,rt answer type. Each carries 2 marks. Answer 4 questions out ol 6'

€;. What do you mean by uniform and non-unifc)rm bending ?

7'. Derive the general equation of wave motion.

8. obtain an expression for the time period ol a mass attached to the spring.
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9. []raw the energy graph sl^rowing the potential energy, kinetic energy and totral
energy of a particle executing harmonic oscillatory nrotion.

\ffhat do you understernd by transverse wave ? Give an examplel.

t3riefly explain the uncertaint,/ principler. (4x2=8)

SECTION - C

Short essay/problem type. Each carries 3 marks. Answer 3 questions out of 5.

1 2. The uncertainty in the nnomentum Ap of a ball travelling at 20 m/s is 1 x 104 x 10+
of its momentum. Calculate uncertalnty in position Ax. Mass of the ball is given
as 0.5 kg.

13. A cord is 57.1 m long and 1.56 mm in diameter. When it supports a 1.41 kg
load it stretches 3.5 cm. What is the Young's modulus of the cord's material ?

14. A 4 kg mass attached to a spring is obsenred to oscillate witlr a period of
2 seconds. What is the period of oscillation if a 6 kg mass is attached to tl'le
spring ?

15. A thin uniform rod of length 1 rn and mass 1 kg is rotating about an axis passirrg
through its centre and perpendicular to its lr3ngth. Calculate the moment rlf
inertia and radius of gyration of the rod about an axis passing through a poirlt
rnidway between the oentre and its edge perpendicular to its length.

16. Obtain an expression for the time period of a compound pendulum. (3x3=9)

SECT|ON _ I)

Long essay type. Each carries 5 marks. Answer 2 questions out of 4.

17. What is the physical significance of moment rof inertia ? Obtain an expression
for the moment of inertia of a sphere about its diameter.

18. Obtain the expression for quality facbr in cetse of an oscillating LCR circuit.
How does the inductance inf luence the quality factor ?

19. Obtain an equation lor the velocity of transverse waves moving along the string.

20. r/Vhat do you understand by terms neutra,l surface and bending mornent ? Deri\/e
an expression for the moment of couple required to bend uniforrn metallic bitr
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10.

11.

into an arc of a circle of srnal'l curvaturer ? (2xli=10)


